Neck muscle paths and moment arms are significantly affected by wrapping surface parameters.
In this paper, we studied the effects of wrapping surfaces on muscle paths and moment arms of the neck muscle, semispinalis capitis. Sensitivities to wrapping surface size and the kinematic linkage to vertebral segments were evaluated. Kinematic linkage, but not radius, significantly affected the accuracy of model muscle paths compared to centroid paths from images. Both radius and linkage affected the moment arm significantly. Wrapping surfaces that provided the best match to centroid paths over a range of postures had consistent moment arms. For some wrapping surfaces with poor matches to the centroid path, a kinematic method (tendon excursion) predicted flexion moment arms in certain postures, whereas geometric method (distance to instant centre) predicted extension. This occurred because the muscle lengthened as it wrapped around the surface. This study highlights the sensitivity of moment arms to wrapping surface parameters and the importance of including multiple postures when evaluating muscle paths and moment arm.